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Civil Society and the State: Civil society at a crossroads 
Researched by Thulani Guliwe 
 

1. Introduction 
This research paper attempts to analyze the state of civil society in South Africa 
with a special focus on the emergence of the new social movements and their 
impact. The problems hindering collective action amongst civil society would be 
explored. The research would also unpack the contradictions between the rights 
discourse and legitimacy. Key to this research is the continuous antagonism 
between the new social movements and the government. The emergence of the 
new social movements would be traced back in the mid and late 90s as a result of 
disillusionment with GEAR policy. The fragmentation of civil society and the 
existence of the Social Movement Indaba as a coordinating structure would be 
examined. The research would attempt to explore the positions on the so- called 
“Anti-Government civil society or social movements specifically on their 
approaches to the national general elections. This paper assumes that social 
movements that are regarded as Anti-government would not compromise their 
positions during the oncoming general elections. Six contextual issues are 
discussed: the fragmentation of civil society before and beyond the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development, the impact of donor funding on civil 
society’s direction or positions, the newly emerged social movements alignment 
during the oncoming elections, the perceptions of other civil society 
organizations on the positions and the direction of the two prominent social 
movements in South Africa i.e. the Anti Privatisation Forum and the Landless 
Peoples Movement, the impact of the government Anti-Terrorism Bill on the 
effectiveness of civil society in South Africa and the assumptions around the 
formation of  a leftist party.  
 
Historical background  
South African civil society is relatively well developed, but it has its 
vulnerabilities. In the 1980s, localized political energies in townships and in even 
more scattered rural communities were channeled into the formation of 
neighborhood associations, or what came to be known generically as the civic 
movement.1 These built on longer-established traditions of local bodies which 
had drawn people to basic bread and butter politics since the beginning of 
modern urban life at the start of the century, mobilizing them around such 
concerns as high rents, poor services, self-serving behaviour by local official and 
similar issues. The civic movement of the 1980s was unprecedented in size and 
scope, for it performed a surrogate function as a vehicle for national liberation 
politics. This was its strength, but also its weakness, with the triumph of 
liberation politics the civics lost many of their best leaders. Since many civil 
                                                 
1 Lodge T. South African politics since 1994, David Phillip Publishers, Johannesburg and Cape Town, 
1999, pp. 75. 
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society leaders were co-opted to the ANC led government, existing civil society 
are faced with a challenge of working within the reconstruction and 
development program despite major differences. The move from the 
Reconstruction and Development Program to Growth Employment and 
Redistribution brought about drastic changes perceived by many civil society 
organizations as detrimental to the lives of the poor. The new social movements 
emerged to deal with the post-apartheid realities. Faced with the problems of 
eviction, water and electricity disconnections, retrenchments etc, civil society 
emerged to advocate de-commodification of basic services. 
 
The challenges and social contradictions confronted in the domestic setting have 
been the prime subjective conditions giving rise to the new social movements. 
For the most part, the adoption of particular policies at the municipal level where 
the state has not played an interventionist role in the allocation or distribution of 
resources to the poor and marginal has seen increasing levels of inequality and 
poverty (Khan, 2004, p. 137). 
 
The nature, ideology, and evolvement of social movements 
Besides the precedents in the domestic political context, the origins of local social 
movements are traceable to the global social movements or issue-based 
international organizations, such as environmental (Greenpeace), peace and 
prisoners rights (anti-apartheid movement, Amnesty International, nuclear (anti-
armaments Campaign, anti-nuclear) and poverty and development (food aid, 
Oxfam, Child Aid) sectors that lend impetus to the way in which new social 
movements currently operate and the manner in which solidarities and links are 
developed with the international anti-corporate globalisation movement (Cock, 
2003, p.20-21). The organization of new social movements is variously described, 
non-hierarchical, anti-oligarchical, open, fluid, spontaneous and participatory.  In 
general, social movements are fragmented, in the sense that they are in some 
cases nationally based, or more often, locally based. They also usually deal with a 
single issue or with a single dimension of a problem, without attempting to 
articulate it into an overall alternative political project (V. Sridhar in an interview 
with Samir Amin, at www.nu.ac.za/ccs). They are largely spontaneous social 
and political ruptures, which are temporary in nature, due to the transitory 
nature of issues that they deal with, impacting on their long-term sustainability 
as a political project. This has led to a characterization of the new social 
movements in the words of a British theorist, Raymond Williams, as ‘militant 
particularisms’ (Khan 2004, p.148). 
 
Desai (2004), explains: 
 ‘There is an attempt to rebuild community structures (as 
 was the case with street committees, people’s courts, learning 
 and teaching campaigns during the years of apartheid) but 
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 these are not to have the familiar leftist designs imprinted on  
 them….Bread and butter struggles have mutated and assumed 
 real constitutive force in the place of some or other world- 
 ideological take on history. More importantly, the ‘bread and  
 butter’ issues’ have been treated in such a way by those involved 
 in them that they are capable of generating meaningful and 
 sustained moments of counter power. This will to a dignified life  
 produces a struggle that involves very basic things: love, respect 
 consideration and freedom to move around your neighbor. These 
 are seemingly minor events – manifest over a communal cooking 
 pot for example – but they are infused with a lot of politics, a lot 
  of feeling.2 
 
Families participating as households drive the new politics.  The community 
movements that are forming in some part of South Africa are not made up of 
those working in factories. “Rather we have the ‘lumpen, the rabble, the single 
mother, the proto-gangster, the young children and the aunties-the un-
organizable, and nobody is out of loop.” This not only highlights the 
disillusionment with the present regime in South Africa, but the manifestation of 
the impact of neo-liberal policies. Collective action replaces individuals as 
consumers or customers and tends to redeem people’s dignity as citizens. Desai 
(2004) noted that ‘this will to a dignified life produces a struggle that involves 
very basic things: love, respect consideration, freedom to move around your 
neighbor. 
 
The social movements keep the debate on development alive, recasting it in 
terms, which try to counter the structures of hegemonic power, nationally and 
globally. They are formulating old issues on development in new political terms. 
In the process of opposition to globalization and the neo-liberal policy directives, 
the privatization of public goods and services, the lack of political participation 
and the inability of elected representatives to make inputs on key decisions, and 
the lack of political accountability, social movements have attempted to promote 
a new discourse on democracy and to reinvigorate political practices expanding 
the arena of politics beyond episodic participation in the elections and beyond 
representational institutions and political parties, eschewing in effect and in part 
the opportunities available for meaningful political and social transformation 
that may be effected through formal political processes and institutions (Khan 
2004, p. 149). 
 

                                                 
2 Ashwin Desai in an interview with Holly Wren Spaulding: “Between the broken and the built”, at 
www.nu.ac.za/ccs, cited in Fakir Khan, Institutional restructuring, state-civil society relationships and 
social movements, In Interfund Development Update, 2004, vol. 5. no. 1. 
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It is argued that corporate-led globalization is loosening social cohesion and 
eroding the capacity for collective action through promoting individualism 
which atomizes people and which is expressed in a retreat into purely privatist 
or materialist concerns with ‘survival’ for many in South Africa, or material 
success for many in the North. On the other hand, a ‘globalization from below’ is 
promoting collective action to secure common human value.3  Typical of 
globalization from below are the new emerging social movements that suggest 
new spaces of interaction, solidarity, connectedness, characterized by 
transnational networks and alliances of individuals and groups who understand 
themselves to have some point of affinity, some shared political and ethical 
understanding.4 Such organizations challenge privatization of public goods like 
water, electricity, land etc. They relate their conditions with those on a broader or 
global context as having an influence on the local. Veltmeyer (2001) noted that 
South Africa’s civic movements, along with mass movements of many other 
countries, 
  
 emerged to break the bonds of authoritarian politics and the 
 constraints of police state regimes, to overcome the passivity 
 and paralysis of the traditional opposition, and to forge a new 
 political reality. What makes these social movements different 
 from those in the past is that they are independent of  
 traditional party-political machines. They are led and directed 
 by grassroots leaders. Policy is constantly debated in democratic 
 popular assemblies. The strong ties to local communities and the 
 intense but profoundly democratic political life has enabled these  
 new social movements to mobilize previously unorganized strata: 
 the unemployed, young women, squatters, indigenous peoples. 
 The new social movements combine with and transcend the action 
 of organized labour movements; street action surges beyond the 
 wage issues toward enlarging the areas of freedom for people to act and  
 realize their human dignity. 
 
The newly emergent social movements like the Anti Privatisation Forum and the 
Landless Peoples Movement have been exposed to new spaces of interaction 
from both local and global level, and they transcend conventional ways of 
operation. It has been argued that civil society activism has yet to transform 
protest into an effective “voice” that can begin to influence a shift towards a 
developmental stance and outcome in the country. It is argued that the 
government is willing to work with progressive civil society and not militant 
organizations that protest on the margins. Civil society in the post-apartheid 
                                                 
3 Cock J. Local social movements and global civil society: some cases from ‘the back alleys’ of South 
Africa, SWOP breakfast seminar, 27 September, 2002. 
4 Ibid 
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period lacks political direction hence the need to transcend the divide between 
civil society organizations becomes crucial.5  
 
It has been argued that part of it (civil society) has to do with the more universal 
interest in civil society or the so-called Third Sector, prompted by demoralization 
with the state and the market. Part of it has to do with the fact that civil society 
has become the hope for all across the ideological spectrum. Typical examples 
are the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) on HIV/AIDS struggle, the Landless 
Peoples Movement (LPM) on land, and the APF with a special focus on basic 
services like water and electricity. Together with their global networks or 
alliances, the World Social Forum provides opportunities and strategies to 
overcome both local and global challenges. Diversity is taken as strength and the 
basis of unity.6 Like the World Social Forum, the new social movements in South 
Africa draw different organizations including the landless peasants, HIV/AIDS, 
homeless people, community based-formations, the evicted etc, to their struggles 
for social justice. Central to the formation of these social movements is how to 
make political leaders accountable for the power they have, and how to 
empower citizens and make their participation meaningful. Symbolic of an 
action oriented movements, illegal connection of water and electricity and land 
eviction are typical challenges fore-grounded by these social movements. 
 
The post apartheid socio-economic and political face 
In the early 90’s, civil society in South Africa strongly supported the liberation 
movements and was part of the negotiations that shaped the post-apartheid 
setting. The early 90’s afforded civil society an opportunity to contribute to the 
crafting of the RDP and other policies like the Green Paper on Land Reform. The 
interim period, prior to the first national democratic election marked by 
participatory democracy, encouraged unity. The immediate move from a 
democratically crafted policy (RDP) into (GEAR) marked a major shift within the 
civil society circles. The advent of cost-recovery policies necessitated to the 
rethinking within the civil society spectrum. The emergency of many civil society 
organizations in the post apartheid context has been the result of the new 
government policies. These processes have sparked some heated debates and 
created new fronts. Firstly, the move from the Reconstruction and Development 
Program (RDP) to the Growth Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) informs 
the new definitions of civil society and the change of identities. Some civil society 
organizations tended to compromise the government’s promises embedded in 
the RDP policy strategy and decided to forge ties with government despite being 

                                                 
5 See Mhone G. and Edigheji O. Towards Developmentalism and Democratic Governance in South Africa. 
In Mhone G. and Edigheji O.  (Eds), Governance in the new South Africa: The challenges of globalisation, 
University of Cape Town Press, 2003, pp. 352. 
6 Cock J. A Better or worse World? The Third World Social Forum Porto Alegre, Centre For Civil Society, 
Research Report 5, 2003.  
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anti-government’s economic program (GEAR). On the other hand, new social 
movements defined by some state officials as ultra-leftist emerged and tended to 
pursue an independent route that can be characterized as ‘separatists’, and 
strongly challenged GEAR as an undemocratic program, ‘a product of the 
Structural Adjustment Program’ designed to benefit the rich and pauperize the 
working class and those outside the mainstream economy’.7 The 
uncompromising position of some of the newly emerging civil society, ‘by 
choosing not to discuss GEAR with the government’, informs the separatist 
nature of some of these newly formed associations.   The space created by 
democracy does not seem to allow civil society to contest and debate the 
controversial GEAR since the government took an absolute position on this 
policy as ‘sacrosanct’.  
 
Poor people became the direct victims of cost-recovery policies and poverty 
became rampant. It is widely recognized that there are fundamental problems 
with South Africa’s growth path in that it is not ‘especially pro-poor’ (Nattras & 
Seekings, 2001, 494, cited in Khan, 2004). Unemployment was estimated at 41.5 
percent in 2001, a million jobs were lost between 1994 and 1997, and growth is 
‘jobless’. Inequality, together with the income of the top 20 percent of African 
household’s is estimated (in 2001/02) to be about 40 times higher than the 
poorest 20 percent of households (Mattes, 2002, Terreblanche, 2002: 133).8 
Between 1997 and 2000, there was a drop in the share of income of the poorest 50 
percent of households (from 11,4% to 9.7%, with the biggest decline among the 
poorest households where income dwindled by an average of 16% over the five 
years. Various studies (Tailor Report, 1999; Julian May, 2000; Statistics South 
Africa, Income and Expenditure Surveys, 2002, 2002, etc.) have confirmed what 
most people in civil society already knew or sensed, that there has been a 
dramatic increase in poverty in the last few years, with between 45-55% (20-28 
million) of the country’s population experiencing ongoing and dehumanizing 
deprivation (Kotze, 2003, p. 4).9 Growing poverty, especially child poverty, a 
decline in the human development index (HDI), ranking in 2001 was 107 out of 
173 countries compared to 93 in 2003 (Cassiem et al, 2000).10 New ideas and 
ideologies sprung up from the grass-root citizens disillusioned by the effects or 
direct impact of cost-recovery policies. Community Based Organisations from 
diverse provinces emerged to challenge the neo-liberal policies, manifesting itself 
through house evictions, water disconnections, HIV/AIDS scourge, electricity 
cut-off, retrenchments etc.  
                                                 
7 Interview with Trevor Ngwane, Anti Privatisation Forum, 10/02/2004 
8 Mattes, R. 2002, South Africa: Democracy without the people? In Journal of Democracy, 31,1,22-36. 
9 Kotze H. 2003, Responding to the growing socio-economic crisis? A review of Civil Society in South 
Africa, In Interfund Development Update (Eds.), The deepening divide, civil society and development in 
South Africa 2001/2002. 
10 Cassiem S., Perry, H., Sadan, M. Streak, J. 2000, Child Poverty and the budget 2000, Cape Town, 
Institute for Democratic South Africa. 
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The relationship between social movements and the state 
The relationship between the government and organizations like the Landless 
Peoples Movement, Anti Privatization Forum, Anti Eviction Campaign and the 
Citizen Concerned Forum in Durban had been too confrontational on many 
occasions. Grass-root organizations in Durban have begun moving evicted 
families back into their homes, sometimes only minutes after authorities have 
piled their household goods on the streets and bolted the doors, while 
unemployed plumbers in Cape Town reconnect their neighbours’ water supply 
when it has been shut off because of non-payment.11 Similar cases of mass 
community demonstrations have emerged in Harrismith, Warden (Free State 
Province) and Diepsloot in Gauteng etc. Common to the recent community 
struggles against the local government is the lack and absence of service 
delivery, lack of capacity, allegations of mal-administration, fraud and nepotism. 
Gentle (2002: 18) states unequivocally that: 
 
 The struggles that have ensued in this period 
 are no longer about ‘crisis of delivery’ issues, 
 but are responses by communities to attacks by 
 the state’s neo-liberal policies, chiefly service cut-offs 
 and housing evictions.12 
 
 
Civil society plays a crucial role in testing and strengthening the democratic 
structures, state’s policies, and ensuring efficiency and accountability. Friedman 
(2003), argues that: 
 
 Yet overall a more demanding society has to be matched 
 by a more sophisticated state. In some ways, (the reconstitution 
 of civil society) can be seen as beneficial to state effectiveness 
 since it may create not only new pressures, but new resources 
 to deal (with the challenges), new skills to acquire and new 
 capacities to learn. It could be argued however, that, while 
 the globalisation of civil society does not entail the demise of 
 the state, it demands the emergence of a new type of state. In 
 sum, the state remains indispensable: but current thinking on 
 civil society and on the role of the private realm (or, more 
 accurately, that outside the state) in achieving public goals may 
 point us towards new ways of seeing and consolidating the 
 state which redefine not only its role but that of those who  
                                                 
11 The Washington Post, 09/11/2001 
12 Gentle, L., 2002. “Social movements in South Africa: Challenges to organized labour and opportunities 
for renewal”. South African Labour Bulletin, volume 26, no 5. 
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 operate independently of it – whether or not they rely on it 
 for their ability to do so.13 
 
  
The acknowledgement of civil society’s role in strengthening the democratic 
institutions depends, however, heavily on the perception and the response of the 
state when dealing with community’s grievances. It is of paramount importance 
for the state to consider all the organs or associations despite differing views or 
demarcations imposed on the ‘other side of civil society as non-progressive.’ 
Currently, state response to reactionary civil society ‘ or those that can be 
described as non-progressive has been that of repression, intimidation and 
arrests. Members of the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee, the APF and the 
LPM have waged a numerous number of intense struggles, and experienced 
police torture and constant arrest. 
 
The post-apartheid constitution provides the people of South Africa with a right 
to freedom of expression, which includes freedom to receive or to impart 
information or ideas 16 (1) b. The constitution further states that everyone has 
the right, peacefully and unarmed, to assemble, to demonstrate, to picket and to 
present petitions. On the other hand, the right in the Bill of Rights may be limited 
only in terms of law of general application to the extent that the limitation is 
reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human 
dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors 36. (1), 
including- the nature of the right; the importance of the purpose of the limitation; 
the nature and extent of the limitation; and the relation between the limitation 
and its purpose and less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. 
 
In the post-apartheid era, social movements constantly experience the state order 
and some term it ‘repression’. Both the Landless Peoples Movement and the Anti 
Privatisation Forum continue to encounter state orders since their inception. In 
2002, APF members were arrested for attempting to disconnect the Gauteng 
Mayor’s water services and for challenging pre-paid meter system in Phiri 
(Soweto), while the Landless Peoples Movement together with the Soldiers 
Forum were arrested in a march ahead of the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development.  The recurrence of social movements arrest beyond the WSSD is 
symbolic of the conflicting discourses i.e. legitimacy versus rights discourse 
within the new ‘democratic context’. The expression of rights by social 
movements in the post-apartheid era, often coincide with some legislations or 
order and vis-à-vis the limits to the right’s discourse. It is argued, social 
movements need to gain experience and confidence to protest.14 On the other 
                                                 
13 Friedman S. 2003. “The State, Civil Society and Social Policy”, Politikon, vol.3 no. 25 
14 See Dorsey, M. and Guliwe T. Environmentalism, the WSSD, and uneven political development, In 
Bond P. Unsustainable South Africa: Environment, Development and Social Protest, 2002, pp. 359. 
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hand, limits in terms of exercising democratic rights need to be transparent. 
Greenstein (2003) argues that South Africa is politically led by a government that 
has formally committed itself to the welfare of all citizens, and the need to 
overcome the legacy of the past neglect and misrule. The state however, is 
burdened by the same bureaucratic mentality and organizational culture that 
prevailed under apartheid. Typical of this bureaucratic mentality, it is argued, is 
the recent arrest of the APF under the apartheid law during the march on the 
Human Rights Day in 2004. More often than not, new officials have assimilated 
the existing ethos of state departments, and now operate in a similar manner to 
that of officials left from the old order.15 Little attention has been paid to the need 
to transform the ways in which the state power is conceptualized and exercised, 
and the ways in which it interacts with society. Popular participation is 
invariable seen, however as a way of bolstering the role of the state under the 
ANC leadership, rather than as potentially contradicting, challenging or forcing 
it to re-think its policies and practices.16 
 
Of major significance between the government and the new social movements is 
that interests meet interests. It has become a common trend that state’s 
celebrations often coincide with social movements grievances. The World 
Conference Against Racism, World Summit on Sustainable Development, 
Opening of the Constitutional Court and 2004 national general elections signal 
civil society’s negation of the state’s achievements. Typical of the state 
management of civil society is the control in terms of how and when to exercise 
their rights. The Anti Privatisation Forum’s march during the opening of the 
Constitutional Court in Braamfontein on the 21st of March 2004, which is 
regarded as a Human Rights Day was regarded as illegal.17 It can be argued that 
the APF took an advantage of the Human Rights Day without pursuing 
legitimate procedures. On the other hand, the government might perceive the 
march as an ominous threat to the state’s power. Despite the APF’s challenge of 
water and electricity cut-off as a violation of constitutional right, a platform used 
might be questionable. Following the APF arrest on the Human Rights Day in 
March 2004 is the subsequent arrest of 62 members of the Landless Peoples 
Movement and the alleged torture, harassment and interrogation of prominent 
figures on the 14 April 2004, despite a claim that the gathering was legitimate. In 
line with the APF strategy to register their concerns on the ballot paper rather 
than voting, the LPM organized a three days festival of resistance. The 

                                                 
15 See Greenstein R. State, civil society and the Reconfiguration of Power in Post-apartheid South Africa, 
Report Submitted to the Centre for Civil Society in the framework of the programme “Civil Society in the 
Contemporary Democratic Era”, September 2003, pp. 16. 
16 Ibid 
17 Khaya FM News, 21 March 2004 
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demonstration formed part of the LPM’s “No Land, No Vote” election boycott 
campaign.18 According to Mangaliso Kubheka: 
 
 “The LPM will not be intimidated by the ongoing 
 repression that has been the response of the state 
 to the organization of the landless since the launch 
 of the movement in 2001”  
 
Simon Kinani Ndungu, a spokesperson of the Freedom of Expression Institute’s 
(FXI) argues that the Regulation of Gatherings Act has unwittingly resulted in 
providing the police and local governments the right to grant or not grant 
permission for a gathering. The FXI challenges the constitutionality of both the 
Electoral Act and the Regulations of Gatherings Act.19 It has been argued that 
Section 108 of the Electoral Act prohibits persons on voting day to take part in 
any political meeting, march, demonstration or other political event; or engage in 
any other political activity, other than casting a vote, in the area within the 
boundary of a voting station. It is argued that Section 87 of the Electoral Act 
states that no person may compel or unlawfully persuade any person to register 
or not to register as a voter, to vote or not to vote. It has been stated that the LPM 
wanted to demonstrate outside a polling station and prevent people from voting, 
which was clearly in conflict with the provisions of the Electoral Act.20 
  
It is argued that social movements in South Africa are more radical and less on 
strategy and alternatives.21 Edigheji (2003) argues that the current global 
conjuncture calls for “a different kind of politics”, a politics that is based on 
alliances. Whether this will mean civil society consolidating its alliances with the 
ruling party, or exploring an alternative route for political mobilization and 
assertion, is an issue that may have to be resolved if that part of civil society that 
“represents” the poor and marginalized seeks to effectively change the direction 
of policy in South Africa toward developmental outcomes. Civil society must go 
beyond ”protesting on the sideline” to engage with the government more 
effectively or to constituting itself into a political force to contest power.22 
Different positions taken by some prominent social movements during the 
National General Election in 2004, symbolize the lack of trust in the 
parliamentary political organizations in South Africa. Some civil society 
organizations felt that political organizations contesting the 2004 elections would 

                                                 
18 The Mail & Guardian, LPM: ‘We will not be intimidated’, 16/04/2004 
19 Mail & Guardian, Legal action To follow LPM arrest, 30/04/2004 
20 Ibid 
21 Interview with Glenn Farrel, SANGOCO, 25/02/2004 
22 Edigheji, O. State Society Relations in Post-Apartheid South Africa: The Challenges of Globalisation on 
co-operative Governance, In Mhone G. and Edigheji O. (Eds), Governance in the new South Africa: The 
Challenges of globalisation, University of Cape Town Press, 2003. 
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not address their needs.23 Some social movements have resorted to defiance 
politics reminiscent of the apartheid popular movements, since democratic 
platforms afford civil society with limited or compliant options. Since action-
oriented civil society share limited support from ‘some’ donors to mobilize on 
diverse levels of society, contesting political power seems to be suicidal since 
they (social movements) constitute a minority group.24  (Appolis, interviewed 22 
August 2004, quoted in Cottle) argues that the APF has not yet been able to take 
on the serious task of theorizing the present struggles of communities and the 
social system as a whole.25 (Appolis, interviewed 22 August 2004) argued that: 
 
 The APF has not clearly worked out its attitude to the state. 
 The attitude to the state has been as a result of the manner in  
 which the state has responded to the struggles and demands of  
 communities. It is not that communities are seeing a necessary 
 overhaul of the state in a Marxist sense. But that people are 
 alienated from existing state structures. Also, the state has  
 adopted a position of not entering into discussions and  
 negotiations with us. They are not wanting to give legitimacy 
 to the movements. The APF has requested meetings with the 
 Mayor, Masondo. The Mayor does not respond to the  
 demands or request for a meeting. So, the attitude towards the 
 state has been shaped by the way they have responded. But 
 there has not been a tactical sense of using the space – of using 
 some structures and boycotting others. A combination of the 
 two. A tactical appreciation of the state.   
 
 
Funding: A limit to social change 
Foreign donors redirected funds previously channeled directly to civil society 
organizations to the democratic government. Greenberg (2003) argued that this 
had two consequences. Firstly, a number of CSOs went to the wall as funding 
dried up and were unable to adapt to a more ‘market-related’ relationship 
between donors and recipients of funds. It became imperative for recipients of 
funds to establish clearly defined programmes with measurable outcomes. Many 
civil society organizations were unable to adapt to this.26 Ideological contestation 
of the post-1994 period, along with the competition for scarcer and/or more 
inaccessible funding, eventually led to a more divided society.27 Critical to the 
                                                 
23 Interview with Trevor Ngwane, Anti Privatisation Forum, 10/02/2004 
24 Ibid 
25 Cottle E., 2004. Ideology and social movements. In Interfund Development Update, Mobilising for 
Change, The rise of the new social movements in South Africa, Vol.5.no.2 
26 Ibid 
27 See Kotze H., responding to the growing socio-economic crisis? A review of civil society in South 
Africa, In Interfund development Update, 2003, pp-18. 
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consolidation of democracy is the inability of donors to create a just environment 
to ensure that the government account and the citizen’s rights are being realized. 
The subjection of civil society organizations to a common reconstruction and 
development program supported by donors has undermined the role of civil 
society since funding favours the government attuned civil society. Civil society 
aligning with the so-called radical social movements faced a major financial cut 
from the donors, resulting into them resorting into taking a neutral position 
(waiting for the government to deliver than to instill the pressure).28 According 
to Mangaliso Kubheka (LPM Spokesperson), the government is threatening to 
cut ties with their donors like the War On Want.29 Some civil society 
organizations argued that the government has created an enabling environment 
through its legislations and institutions to deliver the land question.30 Some civil 
society organizations claim that they suffered financially because of their 
involvement with the radical social movements. This donor approach negates 
and contradicts the nature of democratic citizenship. This move from public (civil 
society representing the citizens), to private (civil society as services providers 
i.e. market) has created some mixed feelings within the civil society circles.  
 
Some civil society organizations share a common goal but differ in terms of 
approach and strategy. This civil society failure to consider diversity as strength 
limits their scope and power to challenge the common course.  Key to this is the 
failure of government to meet their demands for example, privatization of public 
goods, downsizing and retrenchments. The implication of this is that the new 
political opportunity structure has not enabled these CSOs to achieve their 
concerns via their political loyalties that which they could once strive for only 
through mass mobilization.31 There are some limited victories that the state 
aligned civil society has achieved, e.g. COSATU, has benefited from the labour 
relations laws and at some stage created an enabling environment for civil 
society.  
 
The need for independent action to secure the interests of their members 
remains, and, to the extent that CSOs are not realigning themselves with the need 
to act within democratic rules rather than simply relying on contacts with 
government, they are failing to respond to the new political opportunity 
structure in ways that give their members an effective voice.32 There may be 
cases in which CSOs’ loyalty to the government prevent them from challenging 
actions that disadvantaged their members, such as alleged corruption by 
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government officials or politicians.33 Changes in the political opportunity 
structure had differential effects on CSOs: those who have been close to 
government would have to find sources of influence other than contacts based on 
an identity shared with government representatives-indeed, the perception by 
the post-1994 government that they had helped to implement apartheid might 
limit their influence, requiring new tactics and strategies.34 Civil society 
organizations are caught between the market web and the citizen’s interests.  
This assumption of new roles between the government and citizens has been 
pronounced as the move “from citizen to customer”. MacDonald and Pape 
(2002) argued that: 
 
 With the steady cutbacks in central government allocation to local 
 authorities as a result of GEAR, the market logic became more  
 prevalent. For municipalities, reduced transfers from national 
 Government, coupled with expanded responsibilities, made cost- 
 recovery and cost-cutting measures an almost inevitable choice. In 
 most instances, the most direct and easiest methods were the harshest: 
 cutoffs – either through direct administrative intervention or via 
 installation of prepaid technology.35 
 
 
The adoption of the so-called “Home Grown structural Adjustment Program” i.e. 
GEAR characterized by “unlimited tasks with limited resources” necessitated to 
government’s embracement of insulator (Civil Society). Dissatisfied with the 
level of government service delivery, a strong civil societal resistance has 
emerged and challenged government cost-recovery policies.  A strong move has 
been taken by government to afford some civil society organizations with 
opportunities to deliver services to citizens and to engage them into the 
Integrated Development Programme. Some have become accredited service 
providers than pursuing their former role of being watchdogs. This strategy 
seems to shift the pressure from the government as civil society (as services 
providers) accounts to their citizens. Some argue that some civil society 
organizations have been used as government’s shock- absorbers since they take 
the blame.  Hart (2002) argues that faced with fiscal austerity, local governments 
are under pressure to deliver unlimited tasks with limited resources (unfunded 
mandates).36 The use of NGOs as a panacea to government’s responsibilities has 
been pronounced in various circles. Some formerly active civics or NGOs that 
mobilized and challenged the government policies have become government 
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services providers as a way of survival, since access to donor funding weakens or 
threatens their autonomy.  On the other hand, the cooption of NGOs to form a 
partnership with government could be as a result of the intense struggle for basic 
services, job losses etc. It could be in this instance that the state’s inability to 
resolve the post-apartheid crisis necessitated to the de-politisization of the 
NGOs. For civil society or NGOs to subscribe to the conditions and dictates of 
the state, an enabling environment was created. In order to do this, they would 
either be contracted by government departments or funded directly by foreign 
donors to implement certain programmes on behalf of the state.37 
 
There is a clear need for NGOs to re-think this essential relationship with the 
state, as they cannot and should not be substitutes for the state’s roles and 
responsibilities with regard to development. Given the scale of the socio-
economic crisis described here, it is imperative that a lot more thought should be 
going into how they can make the state more accountable and responsive to the 
needs of the poor.38 
 
The government strategic move to co-opt civil society within the context of 
globalisation characterized by privatization of public good helps the state to 
neutralize the post-apartheid resistance.  Commins describes NGOs-government 
partnership within the social service delivery as “useful fig leaves to cover 
government inaction or indifference to human suffering”(quoted in Pearce, 
2002,p. 20).39 Commodified economies tend to destroy the structures of civil 
society within which they are always and already embedded, and upon which 
they fundamentally depend for their reproduction. Civil society organizations as 
implementing agents have to account to their communities than to the 
government. This strategic shift is emblematic of the current debate that 
although development is people centered but is not community driven. While 
Mamdani (1996) and Hart (2002) talk about centralized despotism and 
decentralization of powers in the post-colonial setting where policies are 
imposed on a lower tier to deliver the so-called ‘unfunded mandates’.   Southall 
(2003, p. 57) argues that a Leninist strategy of democratic centralism is employed to 
close down internal debates in its own ranks while the political opposition is 
increasingly inhibited by the manipulation of parliamentary and other rules in 
the ANC favour. Opposition voters are being marginalized as the ANC marches 
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South Africa along the road to African despotism.40 Cronin argues that both a 
‘democratic and authoritarian styles of operation within the ANC co-exist.41 A 
common accompaniment of centralization is the development of a politics of 
personalized supremacy, whereby dominant leaders impose policies, inhibit debate 
and suppress real or imagined challenges to their leadership.42 
 
 
Relationship between social movements and unions 
A growing concern amongst the civil society organizations with regard to which 
group is part of civil society, and which groups are not, has emerged.43 
SANGOCO, SACC and COSATU (involved in crafting the Peoples Budget) 
represent the interests of the broader civil society and have a capacity to 
influence policies.44 On the other hand, it is argued, that the new social 
movements are not progressive in orientation.45  Mantashe (2003, p. 34) argues 
that COSATU is prepared to work with progressive social movements as part of 
the resolution of its 2003 National Congress.46 He goes on to argue, however, that 
COSATU is not prepared to work with narrow sectarian and divisive 
movements, an implicit reference to movements such as the LPM, the APF, or the 
Anti Eviction Campaign, of which COSATU is extremely critical (Greenberg and 
Ndlovu 2004, p. 40). It appears that COSATU does not consider social 
movements like the APF and the LPM as progressive, although the APF has 
extended its support to numerous struggles waged by COSATU and its affiliates, 
including support for the general strike against privatization in 2002, and 
support for striking workers in the retail and municipal sectors, but these have 
not closed the gap between COSATU and the new movements (Ngwane, 2004. p. 
24).  Despite COSATU’s resolutions to support the struggles of ‘progressive 
social movements’, to date COSATU has not only refused to provide open and 
active support for the grassroots struggles against evictions, water and electricity 
cut-offs, but has gone as far as advising affiliates working together with the 
movements that have grown around these struggles (Greenberg and Ndlovu, 
2004, p.40). 
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COSATU has worked closely with the Treatment Action Campaign for a number 
of years now, and has expressly stated its willingness to continue operating with 
the TAC. On the other hand, allied with Cosatu, the TAC did exceptionally 
powerful advocacy work to gain access to Aids medicines beginning in 1999, 
resulting in a formidable pressure against government policies, which had begun 
to be labeled ‘genocidal’ by responsible health practitioners such as the heads of 
the Medical Research Council and the SA Medical Association.47  Besides 
Cosatu’s, uneasy alliance with the ruling party, it had at some stage created an 
enabling environment for some civil society organizations to exercise their 
democratic rights. Cosatu’s two-day national strike against the ANC 
privatization policies during the World Conference Against Racism in 2001, 
culminated to a more militant demonstration by anti-neo-liberal movements that 
marched under the banner of the Durban Social Forum.48 Habib and Kotze (2003) 
argue that it is unfair to apportion blame to this or that section of the civil society. 
They argue that the issues and dilemmas raised here are complex and multi-
layered and often not even clear in the minds of the individuals and 
organizations confronting the choices imposed upon them by the “new world 
order”.49 Nevertheless, in practice COSATU has ridden on the back of the TAC, 
linking up with the campaign but doing little to mobilize its own constituency/ 
membership in active support of the TAC (Greenberg and Ndlovu, 2004, p. 40).50  
 
Social movements and democratic participation 
In South Africa, democracy allows public participation especially on all the 
levels. Despite the platform provided by democracy to debate and contest some 
policy matters at a lower level, decisions taken at the national level are binding 
and filter down to affect people on the lower tier, irrespective of their 
disagreement with such policies. It is argued that participation is hindered by a 
lack of relevant skills, capacity and resources within many CBO’s and NGO’s, 
the highly technical nature of much of the information associated with this 
process; the lack of a clear and regular opportunities for participation – 
regulations do not stipulate a standard process for engaging communities; and a 
narrow definition of ‘participation that excludes the most vulnerable sectors in 
the community, such as those who cannot read and write, people with 
disabilities and other disadvantaged groups.51 It has been argued that when 
participation is initiated by the state, civil society becomes susceptible to 
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cooptation.52  It has been argued that the new South Africa seems committed to 
giving quite a lot of attention to civil society. According to Turok (1999) our 
constitution says that: 

 
“Public administration must be development-oriented” and 

 “the public must be encourage to participate in policy-making” 
 (195). It also states that “Transparency must be fostered by  
 providing the public with timely, accessible and accurate  
 information.” These principles apply to “every sphere of 
 government.”53  
  
In practice, those in power manipulate the opportunity afforded by the 
constitution to advance their motives, than to allow civil society an equal chance 
and constructive engagement in formulating the policies of the country. Meer 
(1999) argues that participation in the policy process has rather had a 
demobilizing and de-legitimizing effect on organs of civil society.54 This is 
because those that participate in the policy process have little time to consult 
with their constituencies on all issues, in spite of the fact that agreements reached 
at these negotiations are expected to be binding on the organizations. The move 
from participatory to representative democracy based on one-person one vote 
appears to be unable to adequately create an enabling environment for civil 
society to contest public politics. The government has not created a space for 
discussion, and where political space has been afforded, the APF do not see eye 
to eye.55   
 
To remain a pressure group or to become a political party 
Many social movements share the view that political parties in the government 
lack the ability to deliver the needs of the masses in the country. In the 
movements (as in sections of COSATU) there is a line of thinking that an 
alternative party form is required that can operate independently of institutional 
structures such as parliament or local councils, without wholly abandoning these 
terrains as sites of potential strategic importance at specific times (Greenberg and 
Ndlovu, 2004, p. 42). In the absence of an alternative political party to support, 
some of the members of the APF realized a need to form a leftist Socialist Labour 
Party in future. Some civil society organizations argued that it is premature to 
form a leftist party at this stage, and the major challenge is to mobilize the 
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working class.56 A view that the APF should do the job of taking political power 
by uniting with other social movements has been shared, while others share the 
idea of retaining the autonomy of the APF as a social movement than a political 
party.  Since civil society is independent and autonomous, it has become difficult 
to speak with one voice on many occasions. Greenberg and Ndlovu (2004, p.45) 
argue that many involved in these debates are not willing to lend their support to 
the premature launch of a ‘mass workers’ party, a position energetically pushed 
by a minority within the movements. Despite the argument that social 
movements by definition have limitations and social movements should not 
thrive to the demise of the state, the APF is still thinking about the political 
power (Interview with Trevor Ngwane, 10/02/2004). The idea of the APF taking 
power is highly contested within the movement’s circles.  Ideological differences 
have been identified as a stumbling block to collective action. Since both the APF 
and the LPM continue to wage socio-economic and political struggles, Michael 
Sachs (ANC Researcher) concedes that: 
 
 “It is high time the APF came out of the closet 
 and declare itself a political party, which is 
 what it is in all but name.”57 
 
The APF and LPM’s views on de-globalisation, de-commodification and 
ideology  
It has been argued that many social movements do not have ideologies but 
respond collectively on real challenges. On the other hand, it is argued that the 
current common ideology of the new social movements is anti-neo-liberalism 
and anti-privatization. The APF has opted for socialism as a building block of 
their struggle (Interview with Trevor Ngwane, 2004/02/10). The APF affiliates 
consist of the Socialist Group, Keep Left and the Democratic Socialist Movement 
(DSM), which are all Trotskyist in orientation (Cottle, 2004, p.115). Since the 
composition of the APF consists of organizations relying on socialism as an 
ideology, the movement finds itself locked into this quagmire. There is a 
conceptual problem within some social movements, but the major issue is a 
common structural formation (Interview with Mgxitama, 23/03/2004). 
 
 Some social movements question the relevance of socialism in the real world of 
the working class.  The Landless Peoples Movement is anti-ideology, and it 
claims that socialists have sold out and behave like old neo-liberal party 
(Interview with Andile Mgxitama, 2004/03/23).  The APF has recently declared 
itself to be socialist in its orientation, but many concerns have been raised as to 
the artificial character of such a decision: 
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 It is a formal decision. It has not yet grown out of the 
 Community’s own struggles and own issues, where  
 they make the connection between a fundamental  
 reorganization of society with a solution to the problems 
 facing the community. There has not been that kind of 
 organic linkage. The socialist perspective is not informing 
 their demands and their way of organizing. That’s why I 
 say that on a formal level one can say that the APF has 
 adopted socialism but it does not have a clear mass roots. 
 Just look at gender. The socialist perspective has not yet 
 informed the issues of the APF, even on water, housing 
 Or electricity (Appolis, interviewed 22 August 2004, quoted  
 in Cottle).  
 
The relevance of socialism within the APF ranks and the ideologically grappling 
has been strongly criticized. It is not only the APF that suffers from the 
ideological problems, but also the Social Movement Indaba. A question of class-
hegemony and race has been pronounced from various social movements circles 
(See the section on the SMI). Some social movements like the LPM claim not to be 
part of the SMI, although it acknowledges that the Social Movement Indaba is an 
indication of a possibility for a mass movement.  
 
The creation of the new spaces of power characterizes the new social movements 
and collective decision-making is a key feature, despite criticism leveled against 
the APF that it is hierarchical, but time-to-time consultation with diverse 
stakeholders is symbolic of collective action. Both movements challenge the 
world financial institutions like the World Bank, World Trade Organizations and 
IMF etc. The LPM and the APF share different but closer view on the concept of 
de-globalization. Both movements support the idea of de-globalisation and 
prefer a globalisation from below than that of profit, but they are against a 
complete de-linking. The LPM and the APF share a belief that a globalisation 
movement driven by people solidarity would bring the borders down. Both 
movements are international linked. The APF works with the organizations like 
the 50 Years Is Enough and other global networks while the LPM shares 
experiences with International Globalisation Movement like the Zabatistas. 
Although it is acknowledged that there haven’t been debates on de-globalisation, 
but the APF would prefer International Solidarity. It argues that there is no need 
to elevate the local against the global (Interview with Trevor Ngwane, 
2004,02/10). The LPM and the APF embrace a welfarist-kind of approach. 
Common to both the APF and the LPM are the struggles they wage against de-
commodification. The LPM believes that the land should not be bought for 
restitution and redistribution, and is against the willing-seller willing-buyer 
clause. (Trevor Ngwane, 2004) conceded that: 
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“the APF subscribes to the concept of de-commodification 
 and profile it as a demand you can place, but difficult 
without confronting the bosses. It is difficult for APF 
to challenge de-commodification without challenging 
or overthrowing the bourgeoisie state”. 

 
Although the APF and the LPM have waged more intensive political struggles, 
together with the Treatment Action Campaign, Citizens Concerned Forum and 
Anti Eviction Campaign, but the issues they address and their ideological 
differences sometimes limit common action. The issue of land grab in Zimbabwe 
is a case in point. While the LPM support Mugabe’s vision on land occupation, 
the APF views it differently. Benjamin (2004, p.75) argues that while mobilization 
around the World Conference Against Racism (WCAR), the World Summit for 
Sustainable Development and the formation of the Social Movement Indaba has 
brought the movements like the APF, LPM and AEC together around specific 
issues, these are temporary points of unity, and as yet, no broader programme 
for building unity across the different movements has emerged.58 
 
 The Social Movement Indaba 
The SMI was formed as a result of the tense relationship between the state-
aligned civil society (including SANGOCO, COSATU and SANCO) and the so-
called independent social movements characterised by the state as radical and 
ultra-leftists. The so-called radical social movements were Anti Privatisation 
Forum, Rural Development Services Network, Environmental Justice Network 
Forum and latter the Landless Peoples Movement. During the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development the Social Movements Indaba garnered enormous 
support from the global social movements to form the Social Movements United, 
which was estimated to have amassed more than 20 000 supporters during the 
long march to Sandton. The SMI continues to operate as a civil society 
coordinating body in the post-WSSD period.  The SMI performs the role of 
capacitating its members with leadership skills, women empowerment and also 
sharing resources and strategies to take the movement forward (Interview with 
Mondli Hlatswayo, 21/04/2004). Central to the alleged commitment to promote 
women empowerment and leadership development, there is a lack of extensive 
political education and power mongering (Interview with Makoma, 
23/03/2004).59 Since the SMI consists of organizations from diverse backgrounds 
and are autonomous in orientation, social movements are unable to come with a 
common voice. Like the APF, the SMI consists of individual members that are 
Arnachists, Trotskyists, Stalinists and Leninists etc. It has been argued that the 
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SMI is too bureaucratic, hierarchical, struggles with ideology and also too 
theoretical. Contrary to the view hold by most activists that the new social 
movements are fluid, some argue that it is the opposite of it, since the SMI’s 
hierarchical structure precludes or suppresses the voices of the marginal (the 
poor). A criticism leveled against the SMI has been that, it grapples with theory, 
instead of dealing with the real issues or experiential approach. A view that the 
SMI operates like a corporate or business has been shared. Since a clique of 
whites lead the SMI, the majority of blacks who are illiterate face the risk of being 
marginalized and relegated to the position of subservience (Interview with 
Mgxitama, 23/03/2004). Benjamin (2004: 162) argues that within the movements 
themselves, the only time that race becomes a tangible issue is when the question 
of resource persons is addressed. In most cases, ‘the resource people’ are middle-
class activists, either White or Indian, who provide intellectual and finance 
assistance, as well as resources such as computers, the internet, networks with 
the media and contact with local and international organizations. These resource 
people are conscious of the role they play in the social movements and do not 
usually occupy executive positions in these organizations, since they do not 
represent any particular constituency. Activists in the Anti Privatisation Forum 
see white people as ‘having experience, having skills, political education, and 
having commitment to the issues affecting the poor.’60 It is argued that the SMI 
aims at breaking away from the past but continues to be entrapped within the 
old system (Interview with Mgxitama, 23/03/2004).61  Although it appears that 
the issue of race and ethnic tribalism amongst some social movements and the 
SMI are not dominant, but subtle exist. Ethnic tribalism exists amongst the so-
called black-led social movements like the Landless Peoples Movement. Some 
affiliates of the National Land Committee who adopted a moderate stance as a 
result of the funding conditions, claim that ‘radical and illiterate Zulus’ dominate 
the leadership of the LPM.   
 
Social movements and the 2004 elections 
The Anti Privatisation Forum and the Landless Peoples Movement are key 
noticeable social movements with a differing view on the 2004 elections. They 
both share the same view with regard to the election but differ in terms of 
approach in resisting the national elections. The LPM adopted a “No Land No 
Vote Campaign” while the APF took a principled stand to spoil the ballot papers 
by registering people’s needs than to vote for a political party. The APF took a 
principle decision not to vote for the African National Congress (Interview with 
Trevor Ngwane, 2004/02/10).62  
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 Both organizations challenge the government’s promises of delivering land to 
the landless, basic services such as water, electricity, evictions etc. According to 
the APF position document, the most important of the election is not to vote, but 
to connect around the problems and issues faced by the people of South Africa, 
ranging from youth and workers. The APF criticizes the government for serving 
the interests of business (capitalism) than its citizens. The APF regards the 
elections as an opportunity to register their aspirations i.e. water, electricity, 
housing, education and against more deaths from AIDS. The APF influences the 
voters to spoil the ballot papers.63 It also claims that the ANC government in 
1994, through the Reconstruction and Development Program, promised to 
redistribute wealth, ensure that basic services were met and essential services 
were available and affordable to the majority. Instead of keeping the RDP 
promises, the ANC introduced the neo-liberal capitalist GEAR framework in 
1996.64 The reality was that GEAR ‘delivered’ hundreds of thousands of lost jobs 
for workers, hundreds of thousands of people dying of HIV-AIDS, privatization 
of public assets, millions of poor being thrown into deeper poverty and the 
new/old capitalist elites getting filthy rich.65 The APF calls for an end to 
privatization and corporatisation.  The Landless Peoples Movement regards the 
elections as a platform to show the slow distribution of land. The LPM stresses 
the ‘No Land No Vote Campaign’ through a three days festival of resistance. 
Mangaliso Kubheka (LPM spokesperson), argues that the LPM would not 
celebrate 10 years of democracy while the voice of the poor had not been heard, 
evictions from farms continued and less than 3% of the land has been 
redistributed.66 According to Dale Mackinley (Spokesperson of the APF), the 
national voting turnout has gradually decreased since South Africa’s first, one-
person one-vote elections. In 1994, 19,5 million people voted; in 1999 just over 16 
million voted; and in 2004, under 16 million, and of the entire population of 
South Africa, just under 7 million eligible to vote did not register for the 
elections.  Between 1994 and 1999 a decline of 3,5 million votes is noticeable 
(Camay and Gordon 1999).67 In addition of those registered to vote in 2004, (20 
600 000) over 5 million chose not to vote.68  
 
Civil society and the Anti Terrorism Bill 
Some civil society organizations argued that the Anti Terrorism Bill emerged 
after the bombing of the twin towers in the United State, while others claim that 
the bill came out after the US invasion of Afghanistan. Some claim that the bill 
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shows the globalisation of US President Bush’s policies, while some share the 
view that the Anti Terrorism Bill aims at destabilizing the vocal social 
movements in South Africa. The fear has emerged that the ATB aims at silencing 
civil society’s rights to demonstrate freely. Since the South African government 
pleases the Bush Administration by adopting the Anti Terrorism Bill, the bill can 
be used to ban marches and label some activists as terrorists. Some civil society 
organizations claim that the bill is designed to curtail democratic spaces won by 
the people of South Africa. Some argued that the bill is an indication of arrogance 
that the state can give and take the rights from the people of South Africa.69 
Many civil society organizations like COSATU, South African Council of 
Churches, SANGOCO, LPM, APF, Cease Fire Campaign etc, have challenged the 
Anti Terrorism Bill and threatened to embark on a national strike. An Anti 
Terrorism Bill Forum was formed to deal with the challenges entailed in the 
ATB. 
 
Civil society and local government 
It is argued that in many countries, the push towards economic liberalization and 
democratization has led policy-makers to decentralize political and 
administrative powers to local and regional levels to broader participation, 
deepen accountability and rationalize service delivery. Paradoxically, this move 
has worsened the organizational crisis of the public sector as local and state 
governments are burdened with tasks that they are unable to properly execute. 
The current conservative enthusiasm for decentralization may have less to do 
with the noble objectives of ‘bringing’ government closer to the people’ but a 
great deal more to do with the downloading and or abdication of responsibilities 
while ‘ fiscal controls become more tightly centralized and more arbitrary’ 
(Khan, 2004, p.74).  
 
The introduction of the Integrated Development Programme is assumed to have 
created a conducive environment for community organizations to participate 
within the local level. The relationship between local government and civil 
society has a critical impact on the potential for local government to promote 
development. Legislation and policy directives emphasize the role of community 
participation in local government planning.70 However, to date successful and 
meaningful participation and involvement of communities in planning and 
decision-making are few and far-between. Greenberg (2003) argues that there is a 
huge gap between the stated intentions of policy and practice. Even when rural 
civil society has been active, it has been completely sidelined by the 
government.71 Despite local government policy of community participation, 
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there is little mention of communities or rural sector NGOs or CBOs 
participating in planning local level interventions, suggesting that the 
government seeks to integrate its own activities, but not to work with other 
organizations. It is argued that even on the national level, civil society 
participation in policy formulation has been given minimal time to prepare.72 
This strategic marginality negates and weakens the lobbying power of civil 
society. 
 
Divisions and contradictions  
The LPMs strategy to boycott 2004 elections has been met with resistance from 
some of its members. The ‘No Land No Vote Campaign’ shook the LPM’s 
position on the 2004 elections.  According to the LPM in Limpompo:  
 

‘As a province, we have no obligation to inform the national office  
about our decision in taking part in the coming general election. We  
now appeal to people to go and vote in the coming elections, to ensure the 
delivery of land.73 
 

Contradictions between the people’s rights to vote and the LPM’s position No 
Land No Vote emerged strongly on the run-up to the elections. This depicts the 
lack of collective strategy within the LPM members and its leaders. Some 
members think that voting would address the land crisis, while others claim that 
not voting would make an impact. Clashing opinions are symbolic of the internal 
problems facing the social movements. 
 
On the other hand, the APF intends to contest the oncoming municipal elections 
despite their resistance or boycott on the national general elections. Sakhele 
Buhlungu, a Professor at the Sociology of Work Project at Wits argues that the 
decision by some social movements to boycott the national elections but support 
the municipal elections the following year is contradictory (Mail & Guardian 
26/03/2004). “The problem is that the movements could undermine themselves 
and lose credibility by first rubbishing the system and then participating in it 
only a few months later”.  Common to the social movements boycotting the 
national elections is that ‘the present political set-up is inadequate and we are all 
interested in trying over the long term to build an alternative’. Ran Greenstein 
(An Associate Professor in the Sociology Department at Wits) argues that the 
decision taken to boycott elections “is part of the politics of protest rather than 
about politics. Like Edigheji (2003), Greenstein (2004) also argues that these 
movements stand on the periphery and condemn the current systems without 
trying to find a common cause with elements of government, non-government or 
civil society”. Greenstein (2004) conceded: 
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 Their approach is too purist: “We need to form 
 alternatives in the country but setting yourself up 
 on the outside as a pure opposition, without getting 
 your hands dirty by forming alliances, is not the way 
 to go about it.”74  
 
Dale Mackinley, the spokeperson of the Social Movement Indaba and the APF 
argues that voting would mean condoning the ‘structural characteristics’ of the 
South African democracy, which for the poor would be like choosing the lesser 
of all evils.75 Social movements are not ignoring the elections; rather, they want 
to convey the message that at ‘this stage the vote isn’t going to make much of a 
difference in poor people’s lives.’ Adam Habib, a political analyst at the Human 
Sciences Research Council argues that calling for a boycott is “suicidal in a 
society where so much of society has been denied the vote for so long – it won’t 
work.”76 
 
Conclusion 
Since civil society shares a lot in common like the challenge against privatization, 
neo-liberalism etc, their major challenge is to use diversity as strength, rather 
than a weakness. It is understood that most civil society organizations are issue 
based and support different political organizations, which at some stage, limit 
their strength in taking a firm and solid position. If the struggle for civil society 
or social movements in South Africa is to succeed, a move beyond party 
alignment is needed. In addition to their challenges is the reliance on donor 
funding, which forces them to behave or work in a manner that is required by 
the state. These conditions have divided civil society in South Africa since the 
state requires the so-called ‘progressive civil society’. Although the new social 
movements in South Africa have transcended local boundaries but collective 
action is lacking in some of them. A need to unite and mobilize civil society 
organizations that share common identity and ideology across the country is 
required although funding limits their scope. Social movements like the APF and 
the Landless peoples Movements share the idea of financial self-reliance. 
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